SUPER HEROES IN A SUPER PLACE:
BATMAN, SUPERMAN AND WONDER WOMAN
ARRIVE AT LIBERTY SCIENCE CENTER IN NEW EXHIBIT DC SUPER HEROES

Opens to the Public Sept. 19, with Sneak Peek For Members Sept. 17 & 18

JERSEY CITY, N.J., Sept. 16, 2020 - They may hail from Gotham City, Krypton and Themyscira, but on Saturday, September 19, Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman will all call Jersey City home, as Liberty Science Center opens its newest traveling exhibition, DC Super Heroes: Discover Your Superpowers! This family friendly experience invites guests to join forces with members of DC’s Justice League to make the world a safer place while learning along the way.

Visitors are encouraged to grab their capes and go on an adventure as “Super Heroes-in-training.” Guests of all ages will develop new skills and learn the importance of teamwork in the Hall of Justice by working together to solve problems and catch supervillains in a series of fast-paced challenges.

Families will be able to test their speed against The Flash, practice their super skills against the likes of super villains, go through the laser maze to battle giant robots, and help Batman solve crimes and fight off The Joker in Gotham City.

Guests will:
- Enter the Hall of Justice to play the Crisis Scanner game to see what supervillains may be causing trouble and deploy the best hero to thwart their plans.
- Travel the streets of Gotham City, solving puzzles and looking for clues while on the lookout for The Joker, Catwoman, and Poison Ivy.
- Visit the Museum of Ancient History to navigate a laser maze, then use bracelets and a lasso (just like Wonder Woman!) to block attacks and pick up priceless museum artifacts.
- Learn which Justice League super hero best matches their personalities at the quiz kiosk.
- Practice their balance skills with Aquaman’s sea turtles at The Docks as they peer into the depths and learn more about the ocean habitat.

DC Super Heroes is included in General Admission. To learn more and to purchase tickets, please visit LSC.org.

About DC

DC, home to iconic brands DC (Superman, Batman, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, the Flash), DC Vertigo (Sandman, Fables) and MAD, is the creative division charged with strategically integrating across Warner Bros. and WarnerMedia. DC works in concert with many key Warner Bros. divisions to unleash its stories and characters.
across all media, including but not limited to film, television, consumer products, home entertainment, and interactive games. Publishing thousands of comic books, graphic novels and magazines each year, DC is one of the largest English-language publishers of comics in the world.

About Liberty Science Center

Liberty Science Center (LSC.org) is a 300,000-square-foot not-for-profit learning center located in Liberty State Park on the Jersey City bank of the Hudson near the Statue of Liberty. Dedicated to inspiring the next generation of scientists and engineers and bringing the power, promise, and pure fun of science and technology to learners of all ages, Liberty Science Center houses the largest planetarium in the Western Hemisphere, 12 museum exhibition halls, a live animal collection with 110 species, giant aquariums, a 3D theater, live simulcast surgeries, a tornado-force wind simulator, K-12 classrooms and labs, and teacher-development programs. More than 250,000 students visit the Science Center each year, and tens of thousands more participate in the Center’s off-site and online programs. Welcoming more than 750,000 visitors annually, LSC is the largest interactive science center in the NYC-NJ metropolitan area.
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